
Borrow My Heart
by Kasie West
YF West
Wren, a control freak who usually
plays by the rules, is suddenly fake-
dating a boy she knows nothing
about, and it's amazing until reality
sets in.

Juvenile Fiction
The Star that Always
Stays
by Anna Rose Johnson
JF Johnson
In 1914, Norvia moves from the
country to the city, where her
mother forces her to pretend she's
not Native American, and when
faced with the looming threat of
world war, Norvia must find the
courage to reveal who she truly is.

Iceberg
by Jennifer A. Nielsen
JF Nielsen
Stowaway and aspiring journalist
Hazel Rothbury secretly explores the
Titanic with the help of a porter and
a sweet first-class passenger until
disaster strikes, forcing Hazel to fight
to save her friends and herself.

Black Bird, Blue Road
by Sofiya Pasternack
JF Pasternack
To save her sick twin brother from
the Angel of Death, Ziva accidentally
frees a half-demon boy who leads
them to a fabled city where no
one dies.
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I Am the Walrus
by Neal Shusterman
YF Shusterman
When strange things start
happening to him, 14-year-old Noah
discovers there are mysterious
people who want him dead and only
his friend Ogden can help him.

The Outlaws Scarlett and
Browne
by Jonathan Stroud
YF Stroud
On the run from her latest bank
robbery, Scarlett McCain rescues
Albert Browne—the sole survivor of
a horrific accident—and learns he
may be the greatest threat of all.

The Peach Rebellion
by Wendelin Van Draanen
YF Van Draanen
In this historical tale of friendship,
family, and the power of sisterhood,
three very different girls from
varying social stratums find
common ground as they each make
a promise to not just accept things
as they are anymore.

The Last Saxon King
by Andrew Varga
YF Varga
Transported back to 1066 England,
16-year-old Dan Renfrew discovers
the only way he can return home is
to set history back on its proper
course in the Anglo-Saxon age,
which plunges him into a deadly
conflict that endangers the entire
future of the world.
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Young Adult Fiction
Vial of Tears
by Cristin Bishara
YF Bishara
When the sale of a Lebanese
antiquity heirloom condemns her
and her sister to the Phoenician
underworld, Samira must outwit the
enemy and possibly kill the god of
death himself to save them both.

Secrets in the Mist
by Morgan L. Busse
YF Busse
In a world where humanity lives in
the sky to escape a deadly mist
below, Cass’s only goal is survival.
That is, until she finds a job on the
airship Daedalus as a diver. Now she
explores ruined cities.

Salt and Sugar
by Rebecca Carvalho
YF Carvalho
To save her family's bakery, Salt,
which has been at war with the
Molinas' bakery, Sugar, across the
street, Lari Ramires does the
unthinkable—she teams up with
Pedro Molinas to save both
their bakeries.

Search for the Astral
Dragon
by Bryan Davis
YF Davis
Megan is on an interplanetary search
for her mother. On her journey she
witnesses the horrors of child
trafficking and slavery and joins with
a group of other teens to fight for
the vulnerable.

The Patron Thief of Bread
by Lindsay Eagar
YF Eagar
Told in alternating viewpoints, this
tale of love, self-discovery, and what
it means to be rescued follows eight-
year-old Duck, a thief who becomes
a baker's apprentice, and an old and
ugly gargoyle who grows tired of
waiting to fulfill his destiny.

The Seventh Raven
by David Elliott
YF Elliott
Turned into a raven along with his
six brothers, Robyn places his fate in
his sister’s years-long effort to break
the curse and restore their humanity
before realizing that he feels more
himself while flying.

Wolf Soldier
by James R. Hannibal
YF Hannibal
A shepherd boy and four trainees
search for a missing spy who may be
the only one who can stop an
impending invasion.

Unseelie
by Ivelisse Housman
YF Housman
Unlike her sister, autistic changeling
Seelie finds it difficult to fit in the
humans around her while navigating
her unpredictable magic.

Buffalo Flats
by Martine Leavitt
YF Leavitt
In the Northwest Territories of
Canada in the late 1880s,
17-year-old Rebecca Leavitt must
overcome the challenges of pioneer
life in her Latter-day Saints
community as she works towards
owning her own land.

The Lost Year
by Katherine Marsh
YF Marsh
When his great-grandmother
comes to stay with them during
the pandemic, 13-year-old Matthew
discovers a photo in her belongings
that reveals a life-shattering
family secret.

Pride and Premeditation
by Tirzah Price
YF Price
Seventeen-year-old, aspiring lawyer
Lizzie Bennet seeks to prove herself
to a prestigious law firm and solve a
murder before her rival Mr. Darcy
beats her to it.

Hollow Chest
by Brita Sandstrom
YF Sandstrom
When his brother Theo returns home
from World War II cold and distant,
Charlie discovers that Theo's heart
has been consumed by a war wolf,
which lives off of grief, and must get
Theo's heart back before it's
too late.
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